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Management in Practice: An Innovation from TAPMI1

Introduction

MBA students nonnally undertake a summer project at the end of their first year, for about six to eight

weeks. These summer projects are primarily meant to give them an exposure to the corporate world. The

students are also expected to gain from applying their classroom learning to practical problems.

Unfortunately, several subsidiary objectives have been allowed to ride piggyback on this original

educational purpose. Several management institutes attempt to improve their visibility in the corporate

world and placement record. Their students use summer projects to improve their job prospects. Of late,

some companies are spotting student talent for pennanent recruitment through summer projects.

Once summer projects are found for their students, most management institutes forget the students: out

of sight out of mind! Host organizations do 'accommodate' summer trainees but assign them projects

involving external data collection. Again, out of sight out of mind! This does not give the students much

exposure on how an organization works. The organizations are satisfied with a report; and the institutes,

with a certificate of satisfactory completion from the host organization. At best, some institutes require

that students submit a formal report to the institute. Very few insist on presentations or evaluate the

reports. The reports are subsequentlycold stored in the library.

Meanwhile, it is no secret that developing contemporary teaching material has become a casualty even

in elite Indian management schools. Students, and partici:>antsin various management development

programmes, complain about stale course material. Faculty point out that they are short of time and

research funds, and that companies are unwilling to give access to infonnation. .

There is an urgent need to restore primacy to the learning value of such student projects. Fortunately,

these projects offer an immense potential to management institutes, for renewing their teaching material
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and staying contemporary. If handled well, the process can enrich the faculty members as well as the

managers in the host organization.

The TA.Pai Management Institute (TAPMI), Manipal has experimented with Sllch a collaborative

effort, called Management in Practice (MIP). MIP was first offered for the 1996-98 batch of students.

Its design was modified for the 1997-99 batch, to provide a concrete structure to facilitate collaboration

between TAPMI students, faculty and practicing managers. TAPMI's experience this year has been

beyond expectations: we have prepared as many as 63, yes, sixty-three cases / caselets / notes based on

this year's MIP alone! (Appendix 1).

Though our MIP is still in the teething stage, we are confident that it has the potential for a quantum

improvement in the pedagogy of management education, especially in achieving a synergy among

student projects, faculty learning and expectations from host organizations. This paper do,cumentsour

experience so far.

Design of the MIP

TAPMI has introduced two additional practice components in its PGP curriculum, apart from the

standard summer training. These are the term projects and MIP. Term projects run through the second

and third terms of the first year. Students are attached to specific organizations within commuting

distance from TAPMI.They spend around ten working days, one day a week over 10-12 weeks, in these

organizations to observe and document the relevance of concepts and techniques taught in various

courses.

Before their summertraining, the students do courses in all the functional areas of management, therebyI
I

gaining a wide exposure. They acquire depth in their chosen fields of interest only in the second year.

Therefore, the second year courses must reflect current business practices and emerging managerial

issues. The course faculty should act like a coach, helping students blend concepts with industry

practice. This will make learning a collaborative exercise.
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This approach will be facilitated if there is a constant flow of problems and issues from organizations

into the classroom. The faculty and students should be challenged to suggest solutions for consideration

by these organizations for possible implementation. How can we achieve these objectives within the

context of an academic curriculum and the constraints of collaborating organizations? TAPMI's MIP

seems to offer a feasible design. So far, two batches of students have gone through the MIP. Industry

response has been very encouraging and the learning value for the students is very perceptible.

For the 1996-98 batch, MIP was scheduled during one month, after Term V of the second year.

However, MIP is now divided into five distinct phases, spread over seven months- from the end of the

fourth term till the sixth term of the second year. This gives sufficient time and scope for the students,

TAPMI faculty and managers from the host organizations to work together towards a practical solution.

Each phase of the MIP is briefly described below.

Phase 1

Students spend three weeks in the host organization. Their task is to identify a significant managerial

problem or issue faced by the company which is also of relevance to their course work in the second

year. The organizations are requested to nominate one manager as the facilitator, who is invited by

TAPMI to be its MIP faculty. TAPMI faculty may interact with the chosen MIP faculty in advance, to

generate possible projects. Each group of students will prepare a draft problem outline. These outlines

should preferably have a clear decision or action implication for the organization.

The host organizations are requested to help students identify problems that are sufficiently open-ended.

This will encourage them, TAPMI faculty and the organization to look at issues afresh with a

questioning attitude. Students are expected to spend the bulk of these three weeks within the

organization. They will also try and collect as much relevant datJt as is available. Therefore, pure

external data gathering or survey-based projects may not be suitable for MIP.
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Phase 2

TAPMI has scheduled a full credit MIP course during Term V. There is one regular MIP class per week,

in addition to contayt sessions with the faculty advisor for each MIP project group. There a~ethree major

objectives for these classes and contact sessions:

. To work through the entire problem solving cycle of mess finding, fact finding, problem finding,
idea finding, solution finding and acceptance finding.
To prepare the draft written report and the oral presentation during MIP Week (Phase 3)

To identify potential teaching material based on the MIP Project.

.

.

One or more 'live' problems, drawn from the MIP projects themselves, are discussed in each class. The

classroom sessions take the participants through the various stages of the problem solving cycle

identified above.

The students refine their problem outline with the guidance of their faculty advisor. During this period,

the students keep the MIP faculty informed of their progress.. They gather additional information from

the organization if necessary, through correspondence with their MIP faculty. They explore possible

solutions to the problem. For example, on each project, TAPMI sent a status report to the host

organization at the beginning of Phase 2 and followed it up with three progress reports.

Phase 3

Towards the end of Term V, a series of presentations are organized during an 'MIP Week'. Each

problem outline is discussed, in camera or in an open class, as desired by the participating organization.

The student group presents it's diagnosis and suggested solutions. They also invite comments /

suggestions for improvement. The host organizations are invited to send their MIjPfaculty to TAPMI for

this presentation and discussion.
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Phase 4

The students spend another two weeks in the host organization. They make a presentation on their draft

project reports and suggested solutions. They are expected to explore the actual benefits of

implementing their suggestions as well problems that may arise during implementation, under the

guidance of the MIP faculty and relevant managers of the host organization.

Phase 5

This phase runs through the entire sixth term. The student group, TAPMI and the MIP faculty document

their experience. The students submit their final report to TAPMI and the host organization. The

TAPMI faculty advisor and the students are responsible for developing at least one teaching material /

case out of each MIP project. It is used for academic purposes after obtaining prior clearance from the

respective organization.

MIP is assigned a credit equivalent to a full course, with 20% weightage to each of the following

evaluation components:

. Feedback from the MIP faculty (manager in the host organization)

. Class participation in the MIP Course (Phase 2)

. Presentation (phase 3)

. Written report

. Assistance in teaching material preparation

Expectations and Experience

When the MIP was redesigned as above, there were several apprehensions:

. Will TAPMI be able generate another set of projects, in addition to the summer projects? (This was
true for its earlier design too)

Usually summer and permanent placements are handled by the placement office, under the

supervision of a faculty member, known as the Placement Chairman or Co-ordinator. With the

addition of MIP, this faculty member becomes responsible for ensuring three placements: for

summer, MIP and permanent. This can be too heavy an administrative load.
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This is indeed a genuine concern. From this year, TAPMI will request its students to prospect for

MIP projects in the organisations where they do their summer projects. In addition, TAPMI

proposes to decentralise project generation responsibility to faculty members.

If other institutes can not find time in their curriculum for MIP, they can think of converting their

summer project to the above five phase format.

. Will organisations be open to offer such open-ended projects, stretching over several months, and
involving significant time commitments from its managers?

The initial response last year was lukewarm. Some organisations were reluctant to commit their

managerial time and preferred the summer training format. Some others considered the three

weeks of Phase 1 too short for the students to get to know the organisational / problem context.

Some felt that the students may not be serious about Phase 4 and Phase 5, by when most of them

would have found permanent placement.

TAPMI had to compromise by accepting some projects under MIP, even though they were more

suited for summer projects. Some projects did not offer sufficient scope for follow-up work, as

envisaged in Phases 2-5. Such problems are to be expected. The solution lies in cultivating an

understanding with organisations on MIP and a proper screening of projects and organisations.

However, given the success of our MIP this year, we-expect more organisations to come forward

with more meaty projects in subsequent years.

. Will the institute faculty be able to guide the students, evaluate them as above and develop teaching
materials as envisaged?

. In spite of the lip service paid by several management institutes on faculty guidance for summer

projects, the fact remains that there is no practical way for faculty to guide students. Most faculty

go on vacation in summer. Students are spread all over the country. When the students are back

in the institute, summer projects are already over. They can only expect a post-mortem from the

faculty and not active guidance.
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Nor do the faculty see any payoffs from perusing the project reports. The most practical output

for them from these reports are teaching material for use in their courses. Preparing teaching

material is becoming increasingly less relevant in determining their career progress within the

institute and without. Nor do they get quality research assistance to go through the rigour of

preparing cases: writing, peer review, organisational clearance, preparing an instructor's note,

testing in class and revision.

Herein lies the importance of the phase-wise design ofMIP. Students can seek faculty guidance

and do library work. Faculty can shape the project output and interact with their MIP faculty

counterparts in the host organisations. Since the students see a 20% weightage for teaching

material development, they had to ensure a more or less finished output. However, this year, the

teaching material fever caught on with the students like wild fire and the evaluation weightage

was purely incidental. Some of the material went through as many as five revisions! What can be

more promising than preparation of 63 teaching materials based on field data I experience, that

too in a short time of seven months? In fact, students become willing and learning research

associates for faculty.

. Will the students seek active guidance from faculty? Would they be willing to go through the rigour
of preparing teaching material from which they themselves will not directly benefit?

It is a sad reflection on the calibre of the faculty in the mushrooming management schools of the

country, that their students think they 'really learn' more from industry managers and field

projects than from their coursework and faculty in the institutes. Such institutes beg, borrow or

steal teaching material from others without contributing to that very pool. Even elite institutions

are using cases written in 1960sand 70s, not exactly because these are classics.

We did face initial student antagonism to the MIP design. They could not really believe that

anything useful will come out of this 'collaboration'. However, the MIP class sessions during

Phase 2 did much to change their skepticism. These sessions demonstrated how their

understanding of their own projects could be partial or plain wrong~ how the 'reality' as

projected by a.manager could be just an illusion and so on.
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The students were free to choose any willing faculty member as his guide. The faculty guides

responded promptly to the progress reports and request for guidance from the respective

students. In several cases, mid-course corrections were undertaken.

Undoubtedly, the maximum learning for the students occurred when they went through the

several drafts of their respective teaching material. First, they had to decide and articulate which

of their learnings had a lasting value and thus was worthy of passing on to others. They learnt

the difference between preparing a case, a case study, an exercise and a teaching note. They

learnt to be precise and clear in written communication. They understood the need for and

difficulties in disguising the identities of organisations and individuals. Above all, they

developed a respect for their faculty and the rigours of the process of developing teaching

material.

TAPMI was scrupulous in giving authorship credit to the respective students and credits to their

faculty guide and industry guide for their guidance. In all, 63 such materials were finalised.

These have been sent to the respective organisations for their comments and clearance. This

ensured that TAPMI delivered on every one of its promises made to itself and the host

organisations.

Appendix 1 is the list of teaching material developed, roughly classified in terms of subject

areas. It was a proud day for the entire batch when they displayed posters containing the first

pages of all their teaching materiiil at the entrance to TAPMI under the caption: 'Copyright 1999

batch'!

Orga nizationalF eedback

We have just finished mailing the teaching materials to the organizations. It is still too early to expect

responses from all of them However, we are absolutely certain that we have hit upon a design which

harnesses the synergy between students, faculty and managers for mutual institutional learning.
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We have received unconditional clearance for fifteen cases and clearance with suggested changes from

another two organizations; two more rang up to say they were impressed and will be sending their

clearance in due course; and one organization requested us not to use the case as it deals with sensitive

issues. One organization has approached us for an in-company training programme, impressed mainly

by the sincerity shown by the institute in the MIP project.

But the proof of the pudding is in the eating. We hope to see it in the response from these organizations

to our requests for student projects in future. As far as TAPMI is concerned, we are extremely thrilled by

the quantity and quality of the academic output, within such a short time.

MIP's Role in the Future

1. An MBA education is no longer an assured signal of quality to the recruiters. Nor can elite

institutions live off their past reputations and image. In the increasingly crowded field of

management education, the wheat and the chaff will have to be separated soon. Teaching material

preparation will playa major role in this process.

2. Indian companies can not continue to complain that management education does not address their

problems, without enabling these institutes to prepare such teaching material by providing them

access to information on current company developments.

3. Management institutes, even those supported by the Government and the UGC, can not afford to

employ an army of research associates. They have to find ways of creatively using their excellentI

quality students, to renew their teaching material and knowledge of the faculty, through a

collaborative process.

We are confident that a design on the lines of our MIP holds a lot of promise.
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Appendix 1

List of Teaching Material Developed under MIP by the 1997-99 Batch

Finance

1. Consumer Durable Finance Ltd

2. Hidden Interests In Consumer Durables Finance

3. Some Operational Issues In A Chit Fund Company

4. Cash Budgeting At JRFSL

5. Escrow Account As A Payment Mechanism

6. Valuation for Brand Acquisitions

7. Credit Appraisal For A Term Loan To Spicity International Airport Limited

8. Infrastructure Financing Issqes: The Case of Spicity International Airport Limited

9. Asset and Liability Management

10. The Case Of The Missing Value

11. Golu Leasing Company

12. The Monitoring Puzzle

13. Regulatory Framework for Forex Operators in India

14. Government Securities Market Arid The Role Of Primary Dealers

15. Springs and Suspensions Ltd.

. 16.An Introduction To Mutual Funds

17. Safe Elevators: Customer Retention Model

18.A Case of Fuzzy Break-Even
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Marketing

1. Sukoi Company Pvt. Ltd

2. The Marketing Dilemma

3. Taland Limited

4. The Infocell At Moody Blues

5. Account Planning at Moody Blues

6. Brand Equity

7. Lifestyle Segmentation: An Illustration

8. Martin Fishbein's Theory of Reasoned Action: An Application to Consumer Buying Behaviour

9. Direct Marketing

10.Diya Machine Company - Will Direct Marketing Work?

11.Direct Marketing For MSL

12.The Elusive Market

13.Ampro Electricals Limited

14.BCG Tillers

15. Abat India Limited: Brand Positioning

16.Madras Metals And Machines: Measuring Customer Satisfaction

17.BBC Telecom

18.Market Development at Iridium

19.Dwarapalaka Securities Limited

20. Kleen Washing 1.:1achines:What Works - Dealer Push Or Customer Pull?

21. Rainbow Paints India Limited

22. Mr. Hari at Tufte

23. Managing Channels - Avon Infotech

24. Spectacle And Lens Wearers: Comparison Of Their Eye-Care Concerns And Habits

25. Supreme Chilled Chicken: Home Delivery Service

II



Systems

1. Albert Bradley & Summers

2. Marketing Of Software Solutions: The Case Of The Forest Management Information System: Part A

3. Marketing Of Software Solutions: The Case Of The Forest Management Information System: Part B

4. Entry Pangs for an MEA (Systems) in the IT Industry

5. Department of Treasury

6. Supply Chain for Tea at Home Products Ltd

7. Implementing Enterprise Resource Planning

8. A Software to Support a Home Delivery System

HRD

1. . Human Resource Information System for Tristar International Ltd'

2. HRD at BPL Alkaline Battery Division, Dobbespet

3. Gagshaw Biscuits Limited

4. Social Network Analysis

5. Attendance Incentive System at FiZzyCola Ltd

Others

1. Raasi Foods Limited: Supreme Chilled Chicken Division

2. The Internet and its Implications for Marketing

3. Final Copy!

4. Towards A Fast Cycle Organization: A Case Study

5. Remuneration Structure for Express Logistics (P) Ltd

6. Emergence of Logistics as an Important Part of the Value Chain

7. SuperfineElevators Ltd

8. SKY & Sons
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